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Abstract
Interferometric methods are known for their high sensitivity for biochemical optical sensing, but on the
expense of their large size. By using wedge interferometry, the size can be drastically reduced while
maintaining adequate detection capabilities. In this article, a miniaturized refractometer based on this
interferometer type is demonstrated to be able to achieve Sensitivity of 1.66×10-5 RIE/µm and Detection
Limit of 8.7×10-5 RIE for bulk refractometry of glucose aqueous solution. The device consists of two
semitransparent mirrors made of glass slide coated by sputtered Aluminum thin film, enclosing a tapered
frame that maintains one mirror slightly tilted with respect to the other, and simultaneously encloses the
liquid under test. This structure causes interference pattern that depends on the refractive index of the test
liquid when illuminated by a collimated laser beam. Analytical modeling is developed for the structure,
from which a very promising estimation of the sensitivity is evaluated that exceeds the state-of-the-art for
volume refractometry, and can be achieved upon using microfabrication techniques. Numerical simulations
are also presented for principle validation. The proposed novel device opens a new avenue for optofluidic
detection and is very suitable for point-of-care-testing and handheld devices due to its compact size, simple
and cheap fabrication.
Keywords: interferometry for detection; miniaturized refractometer; optofluidic sensor; refractive index
measurement; wedge interferometer

1. Introduction
Bio-photonic sensors and biochemical optical sensors are the vital parts for point-of-care testing (POCT)
devices. Such POCT devices are attracting huge interest as they provide fast performance, low cost, less
sample size and reagents, and most importantly, portability which makes them available almost everywhere.
POCT technology is even extending to other applications beside human health diagnostics, including food
quality control, water quality monitoring, and pathogen detection [1]. Almost all of these detection
mechanisms are in fact relying on chemical detection. One of the most fundamental chemical detection
instruments is refractometer, which is usually found in almost every chemical analysis lab. The optical
refractometry characterization technique is well-known of being label-free and real-time method for

identifying dielectric materials by measuring their refractive index (RI); thereby, it has various industrial,
environmental, and biomedical applications. With the wide interest in microfluidics and lab-on-a-chip
systems, several attempts has been done trying to integrate various optical detection techniques on-chip [2];
leading to the advent of what is called ‘optofluidics’ [3]. A lot of refractometry methods has the possibility
to be easily included into the micro-size system, but most of them still needs external bulky expensive
equipment such as optical spectrum analyzer or surface enhanced Raman spectrometer [4], which are still
challenging to be miniaturized. But using spatial interferometry techniques evade using such bulky
equipment, which will be investigated in this work.
Interferometry techniques generally are trusted for their detection and sensing capabilities; not only in
chemical detection techniques, but also in various fields such as optometry, velocimetry, astronomy,
quantum mechanics, spectroscopy and its applications in chemistry and material science. Even it has been
trusted, since long time age, to be the sensitive enough technique for detecting the extremely tiny strains in
space indicating gravitational waves; which is considered the experimental prove for Einstein’s relativity
theory [5]. Several decades later, specifically in 2016, gravitational waves has been successfully detected
by the LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory), a Michelson interferometer with two
arms of 4 km length [6]. The secret behind the high sensitivity of interferometric methods is that it has the
capability of ‘building up’ the sensitivity. This is achieved by increasing the optical path of the
interferometer arms, thereby the phase difference of light accumulates the longer the beam travels [7]. But
inherently, increasing the arms’ length implies large size apparatus to provide the high sensitivity. This is
not necessarily the case with the wedge interferometry configuration introduced in this work. In wedge
interferometry, the slope of one mirror with respect to the other also controls this issue, as will be
demonstrated in details in this article. Overcoming the large size is of great benefit for hand-held measuring
devices and POCT, while using the interferometer as a refractometer of fluidic samples guaranties high
sensitivity. Previous refractometers based on spatial interferometric methods found in literature are based
on Young interferometer configuration [8-11], which necessitates large distance between the interferometer
output and the display to be able to resolve the small phase difference between the two branches. There are
other configurations based on Mach-Zehnder Interferometers where this drawback is less pronounced [12,
13], but usually Young interferometers achieves better performance. The spatial interferometric methods
holds the highest sensitivity record for both surface refractometry and volume refractometry. In surface
refractometry, the interaction with the sample is achieved only by the evanescent part of the electromagnetic
light wave; like surface plasmon resonance techniques [14], integrated dielectric waveguides [15], optical
resonators supporting Whispering Gallery Modes, such as ring resonators [16] and spherical resonators
[17]. The resolution of these techniques is superior, which are capable of detecting refractive index changes
( n ) as small as 9×10-9 RIU in case of Young interferometer configuration [8]. But on the other hand, they
are vulnerable to surface contamination; beside having small interaction length with the sample as the
evanescent field usually can reach few hundreds of nanometers only. This small interaction length makes
it not efficient in some applications such as testing biological cells as they can’t penetrate their membrane.
On the other hand, the advantage of the volume refractometry (also known sometimes by bulk
refractometry) is that the light waves pass directly through the sample under test, increasing the depth of

interaction; beside being more robust against contamination and also has the ability to penetrate and probe
the entire sample, not its surface only. But these advantages come on the expense of resolution as it is
usually in the range of 10-7 RIU only, achieved also by interferometric methods. Young interferometer
formed by simple double slit configuration gave sensitivity of 2×10-6 RIU/µm with n of 9.67×10-7 RIU
[9], while a Y-branch on-chip configuration could give sensitivity of 2.5×10−7 RIU/µm and n of 1×10−7
RIU [11]. Another advantage of spatial interferometric method beside its high sensitivity is that it usually
don’t involve large sophisticated equipment such as spectrometers, as they depend on detecting spatial
interference fringes that can be simply imaged by CCD/CMOS cameras that also allows automated digital
readout. That make it very attractive for POCT devices, if a total compact size could be realized.
In this work, a compact size, cheap and simple refractometer based on wedge interferometry is proposed.
This configuration is novel in the field of refractometry applications, as wedge fringes technique hasn’t
been previously used except for plate or film thickness determination [18]. Our device consists of a fluidic
chamber with a designed tilt angle between two semi-reflecting mirrors to form the interference fringes.
Upon recording these fringes’ shift with changing the liquid filling the chamber, the RI difference between
the test liquid and a reference one can be determined. The design, simulation and experimental
demonstration of such device is presented below.

2. Methodology
2.1. Proposed structure
The proposed structure consists of a Fabry–Pérot cavity with variable gab thickness. This can be
manufactured on-chip by two mirrors -either Bragg mirrors [19, 20] or metallic mirrors- in front of each
other with one of them tilted with respect to the other by a designed tilting angle. The microfabrication
techniques by photolithography and etching processes can control small and accurate dimensions in the
micro range to achieve small tilt angle that achieves high sensitivity. But even if microfabrication
techniques are not available, a simple device like that indicated by the cross section schematic in Figure 1
can achieve good sensitivity. The proposed device consists of a fluidic chamber or frame with a variable
height made of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer. It has a height of ( d ) from one side and a height
of ( d  t ) from the other side. This frame is sandwiched between two semi reflecting mirrors. Due to the
varying height of the frame, one mirror is tilted by an angle

 with respect to the other mirror. Input/output

fluidic tubes are connected to deliver the liquid under test to the device.
To understand the principle of operation, the structure can be considered as a Fabry–Pérot resonator but
with varying length (  ) enclosed between the two mirrors. When a collimated monochromatic light of
certain wavelength (  ) is incident on this varying length resonator, the cavity length  at some regions
will be equivalent to multiples of  2 forming constructive interference and hence a bright fringe at the
output due to perfect phase matching between the multiply reflected rays between the two mirrors. The
phase difference will change gradually with moving along the mirror tilt until a completely destructive
interference occurs producing a dark fringe at the output. The lines of bright-dark will be repeated

successively, whose periodicity and width depends on the title angle

 , or rather the dimension t of the

PDMS frame height mismatch. Upon introducing a fluid sample with certain RI ( ns ) inside the chamber,
the optical path length of the resonator will be changed to (  n s ), causing shift in the interference fringes’
pattern. The patterns for the liquid under test and a reference one can be recorded using a digital camera;
then the shift between them can be determined by simple image processing, from which the unknown RI
value can be evaluated. The light source and camera can be put in close contact with the device without the
need for leaving large propagation distance like what is done in Young interferometry techniques, which
evades large device sizes. The input collimated monochromatic light is provided by a small size laser diode
source.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed miniaturized wedge interferometer for liquid refractometry.

2.2. Modeling
The analytical modeling of the interference pattern is deduced by treating the structure as a Fabry–Pérot
resonator but with varying length  . This approximation is accepted as long as the angle  is small enough
to have acceptable round of cos   1 ; so that the reflection/transmission coefficients and phase

difference between the consecutive multiple reflections between the mirrors can be considered nearly the
same. The analytical model of the ordinary Fabry–Pérot resonator with parallel mirrors is well developed
in literature [21]. Same model can be adopted for the proposed case within successive small intervals along
which the resonator distance  can be considered constant within each interval. As for the light beam
intensity, the laser beam spot usually has a Gaussian intensity distribution along its cross section. Thereby,
the transmission intensity T along distance x can be expressed as in Eq. (1):
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where I 0 is the maximum intensity, C is the position of the Gaussian beam center,

 is the standard

deviation of the Gaussian distribution, r is the mirror reflectance,  is the phase difference between each
succeeding reflection and is equivalent to the formula in Eq. (2):
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where  is the angle of the light travels through the resonator, if the light is shined from outside by an
incidence angle  i . Note that the cavity length  varies along the distance x by the relation   S .x  d ,
where S is the slope of the tilted mirror and is related to the tilt angle

 by the relation S  tan   . This

slope can be easily determined from the separation distance between each two successive fringes or what
we can call fringes period ( h ), as   h.S in this can case and the phase difference   2 . That gives
the relation for S as in Eq. (3):
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To evaluate the sensitivity of the device, the amount of the interference fringes shift x , should be related
to the RI change of the solution n s . The peak intensity value of the interference fringes occurs at   2m
where m is an integer. By integrating the previous relation, the sensitivity can be determined by the formula
in Eq. (4):
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This model can be used to predict the performance of the sensor with certain design parameters as indicated
in Figure 2, which plots the sensitivity versus the cavity length  for different values of the slope S .
Logarithmic scale is used for the plot to cover large range. It is explicit that increasing the cavity length 
and decreasing the slope S achieves higher performance. For example, slope of 0.001 and a resonator
length of 1 cm can theoretically achieves sensitivity of 10-7 RIE/µm, which is better than the state-of-theart of volume refractometry presented in the introduction, even with much less size. With tolerating longer
lengths of few centimeters and smaller slope of 0.0001, beating the state-of-the-art surface refractometer is
even possible. But that requires precise dimensions control, implying fabrication by adequate lithography
techniques.

Figure 2. Logarithmic plot for the sensitivity against the cavity length  for different values of the slope S .

2.3. Simulation
To understand the functionality of the demonstrated structure, a scaled-down version of the proposed device
has been simulated by HFSS (High Frequency Structure Simulator) software that adopts electromagnetic
wave modeling based on finite element method. If the real dimensions were to be simulated, enormous
calculation resources would be required. To overcome this problem, miniaturized versions of the structure
have been simulated. The simulated structure consists of two reflecting sheets of area 2.5 µm × 4.5 µm,
separated by distance d = 2.7 µm at the origin, and the upper reflector is tilted by an angle

 = 9° which

introduces an increment of separation distance t = 0.7 µm at the other end. The reflectors are formed by
dielectric sheet of high RI value equal to 3.5 and thickness of 38.2 nm equivalent to quarter wavelength of
the excitation wave that is a plan wave of  = 532 nm. The volume between the two reflectors is filled
with a medium of RI values n s equal to 1.02, then 1.04. The difference in refractive indices filling the
device causes shifts in the positions of the fringes at the output of the device. Figure 3 (a) and (b) shows the
irradiance viewed on a screen put just outside the structure in the two cases of n s = 1.02 and 1.04
respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. FEM Simulations for the irradiance at the output from a scaled-down model of the wedge interferometer
filled with fluids of RI (a) n s = 1.02 (b) n s = 1.04.

The fringes shift can be notices clearly in Figure 4 that shows a plot for the normalized irradiance in the
two cases plotted along a line in the same plan of the viewing screen extended along the Y direction. It can
be noticed from the plot that the shift between the peaks increases with the distance as the separation
between the two reflectors increases; which is equivalent to increasing the sensitivity as previously
demonstrated in Figure 2. Note that the sensitivity here is much less than the real case with large dimensions
as the simulated case has much smaller dimensions to fit the limited simulation volume.

Figure 4. Normalized smoothed irradiance extracted from simulations in figure 3, plotted against distance.

3. Experimental
3.1. Devise fabrication
The semi reflecting mirrors are fabricated by sputtering about 60 nm of Aluminum on cleaned glass slide
covers of size 22 × 22 mm. The thin Aluminum layer reflectivity was experimentally measured to be about
85% using a collimated green laser source at wavelength 532 nm. The chamber is fabricated by mixing the
PDMS gel with its curing agent by ratio 10:1 weight/weight (w/w) and pour it into a petri dish that is left
for curing on an optical table to ensure flat leveling. The dish is elevated from one side by putting beneath
it a glass slide (thickness 1.1 ± 0.5 mm) to produce variable thickness PDMS film number 1 with certain tilt
angle. This film is used to fabricate the refractometer number 1. Another PDMS film number 2 has a
different tilt angle is produced by elevating the petri dish while curing the PDMS gel by a glass slide cover
(thickness 0.15 ± 0.2 mm), that is used to fabricate refractometer number 2. The PDMS is left to cure in the
ambient temperature for two days to avoid air bubbles formation if rapidly cured at high temperature. After
curing, the PDMS is peeled of the molding dish and cut in square pieces of size equivalent to the mirrors
size, and an opening is cut inside each piece to produce a space for the liquid sample to fill. Two fluidic
tubes are connected through the frame for sample delivery and disposal. Then finally, the two mirrors are
bonded from top and bottom of the PDMS frame.
A green laser pointer with a good collimated beam has been used to illuminate the device, and the produced
interference patterns is recorded by a CCD camera with pixel pitch of 2.2 µm. The pattern captured for
empty device is used to accurately determine the dimensions and title angle of the structure. Then 5% (w/v)
Glucose pharmaceutical solution is diluted by DI-water with different ratios to prepare test samples that are
used for the refractometry functional evaluation.

3.2. Results and Discussion
The fringes’ images captured for empty (filled with air) device 1 and device 2 are presented in Fig. 5 (a)
and (b) respectively. Multi-spots appears as the input beam is shined on the device with a small incidence

angle. This angle is practically useful to separate the multi-reflected spots between the two mirrors from
each other, otherwise they all will coincide producing a complex interference pattern that is very
challenging to resolve.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5. Interference fringes captured by a CCD camera in case of air for (a) device 1 (b) device 2.

By analyzing the captured images using the image processing software ‘ImageJ’, the green color intensities
are resolved and analyzed giving the pattern of the interference fringes. The normalized intensity values
along the lateral direction are plotted in Figure 6. The periodicity of the fringes h is obtained by performing
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) processing for the pattern; from which, the slope S can be determined from
equation 3. This rough estimation is used as a seed for iterative calculation of the transmission T presented
in equation 1 to simulate the interference pattern. The values for the slopes which give the best fitting with
the measured patterns for device 1 and device 2 are 0.00475 and 0.00123 respectively. That corresponds to
tilting angles  of 0.27° and 0.7° respectively. Figure 6 shows the simulation compared to the measurement
extracted from the images in Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The normalized intensity for the green color of the middle spot in the interference pattern for DI-water,
compared with the simulation modeling.

For the refractometry experimental testing, device 1 is filled with DI-water, then with Glucose aqueous
solution with concentrations of 0.1% and 0.15%. The interference fringes pattern is captured by the CCD
camera in each case. The obtained images are analyzed by image processing to extract the interference
patterns. Figure 7 shows the normalized intensity of the fringe patterns for all cases. The evident spatial
shift between them corresponds to the change in RI of each solution.

Figure 7. The interference patterns for DI-water and glucose with different concentration. The inset shows the
image of the interference fringes in case of DI-water.

From the analysis of the patterns in Figure 7, the interference fringes’ shifts with changing glucose
concentrations has been determined from all the peaks. The mean and standard deviation (  e ) of the data
are calculated and plotted on the left hand side axis in Figure 8. The mean values are represented by the
blue circles and the error bars represent   e . Theoretical RI values for the glucose solution of
concentration 0.5% are obtained from literature [22]. The relation between RI and glucose concentration is
assumed to be linear within the lower concentrations range and is plotted on the right hand side axis in
Figure 8 represented by the red line.

Figure 8. The interference fringes’ shifts with changing glucose concentrations on the left hand side axis (blue
colored), and the theoretical refractive index values on the right hand side axis (red colored). Error bars represents
the standard deviation (  e ) calculated from the interference fringes’ shifts for all the peaks in Figure 7.

The graph of Figure 8 is used to estimate the sensitivity of the device that is found to be 3.65×10-5 RIE/pixel.
This value depends on the pixel size of the CCD camera in use, and can be enhanced by using smaller pixel
size. To avoid this dependence, the shift per length can be employed which will be 1.66×10-5 RIE/µm. The
resolution of a sensor is estimated by three times the root mean square value (rms) of the noise variations,
that is the standard deviation  e [23]. From the error bars in Figure 8, the maximum standard deviation is

0.79 pixel, then the resolution 3 e = 2.37 pixel. The Detection Limit of a refractometer is the smallest
change in RI that can be accurately detected. Then for the presented detector, it can be obtained by
multiplying the above stated sensitivity by the resolution; which results in 8.7×10-5 RIE.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, successful proof of concept has been demonstrated for a novel miniaturized refractometer
based on wedge interferometry. Analytical modeling for the structure, numerical simulations and
experimental results has been presented. A compact size laboratory prototype has been fabricated by a
simple and cheap fabrication method that is based on PDMS casting without any lithography and
semitransparent mirror fabricated by thin film Aluminum sputtering on glass. Sensitivity of 3.65×10 -5
RIE/pixel has been achieved for glucose concentration detection, with Detection Limit up to 8.7×10-5 RIE.
In the future work, microfabrication techniques will be used for fabricating more demanding design
parameter achieving better performance and more compact size. Integrated laser source and camera of a
smart phone are suggested for further reduction of the device size, which is appealing for hand-held test
devices.
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